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• Manage Temperature 

• Manage Humidity 

• Manage Odor 

• Replenish CO² 

• Increase Air Circulation 

Why Ventilate?



Warm air is pulled 
through the carbon 
filter by the fan to 
capture odor.  Then it 
exits the tent through 
a vent near the top.

Basic Grow Tent Ventilation

Cool air flows 
into the tent 
through passive 
intakes near the 
floor.
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Warm grow air is pulled through the carbon 
filter and then blown out the roof of the tent.

Cool air is brought in through passive vents 
near the bottom of the tent.  (Not pictured)



Fan Size Recommendations
AC Infinity Fan Size Recommendations for Grow Tents

2x2 2x4 3x3 4x4 5x5 4x8 5x9

 4” Fan ✅ ✅

6” Fan ✅ ✅ ✅

8” Fan ✅ ✅

Please note: these are general recommendations for growers using LED grow lights in typical 
home grow situations.   

Since these fans have adjustable speeds, we recommend using slightly larger fans than usual 
and turning the speed down.  This helps reduce noise and ensures you have a little extra fan 
power in reserve for hot days and other situations where a little extra airflow might be helpful.



• 10 Speeds- Manually adjustable or controlled 
automatically by the intelligent controller 

• Intelligent Speed Controller- adjustable 
high/low temperature and humidity set 
points.  Advanced control options give the 
grower better control of their grow room 
environment. 

• Quiet and Efficient- Mixed flow design 
combined with a PWM-controlled DC-motor 
means less noise and lower power 
consumption than a traditional inline fan. 

• Kit also includes: corded temp/humidity 
sensor probe, AC power plug, two duct 
clamps, and mounting hardware. 

• Available now at GrowersLove.com 

We Recommend AC Infinity 
Cloudline T-Series Inline Fans
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AC Infinity inline fans 
with smart speed 
control are a game 
changer for home 
growers. 

The fan speed controller 
allows you to set high 
temperature and 
humidity set points to 
automatically control the 
fan speed. 

If the temperature or 
humidity rise above the 
programed set point, the 
fan speed will increase 
until conditions are 
favorable again. 

This makes it MUCH 
easier to maintain an 
optimal growing 
environment!





Recommended Controller Settings

Option #1: Best for maintaining ideal grow environment 

• Fan controller in AUTO Mode 

• High temp setting: around 80-82  

• Low temp setting: none (not used) 

• High humidity setting: around 62% 

• Low humidity setting: none (not used)  

This allows the fan to adjust speeds automatically, but this may be less effective 
for odor control. 

Option #2: Best for maximum stealth and odor control 

• Fan controller in ON Mode 

• Use arrows to set fan speed between 5 - 8 as needed to maintain 
environment and keep noise minimal. 

This keeps the fan running 24/7 for better odor control, but you can still adjust 
the speed manually to adjust your environment.

For AC Infinity T-Series Fans while using LED grow lights



-

68-78 F 
35-55% rH

This is about the same range 
most humans find comfortable. 

If you can maintain comfortable temperatures in your 
home, the AC Infinity fan and controller should be able to 
maintain close to reasonable growing conditions in your 
tent.

For best results try to 
keep the building around



->

You can also use ventilation 
to remove warm grow tent air 
from the building completely.   

• This may be the best 
option for larger grows 
creating a lot of heat.  

• Be aware, this may 
create negative 
pressure inside the 
building.  In some cases 
this can cause issues 
with building ventilation. 

• Avoid blowing grow tent 
air into enclosed or 
poorly ventilated spaces 
like attics or crawl 
spaces.  This can lead to 
mold issues.



Carbon Filters
• Carbon filters help reduce odor from your 

grow.   

• This helps you keep your grow stealthy and 
avoid disturbing roommates and neighbors. 

• Carbon filters are available in different sizes 
and airflow railings.  Make sure you get the 
right carbon filter to match your fan. 

• Carbon filters have a limited life span.  As air 
is pulled through the filter, odor particles get 
stuck in the carbon.  Eventually the filter gets 
“full” of odor particles and will become less 
effective. 

• It’s best to replace them every 1-2 years. 

• Carbon filters come with a cloth cover to 
keep dust out of the filter.  Keep this cover 
clean to maintain the best airflow and ensure 
the longest life for your carbon filter.



->

81

For the absolute best grow environment and odor 
control,  setup a second fan and carbon filter

->

Fan #1- Inside the tent in 
auto mode to maintain 
the environment 

Fan #2- Setup in the room 
outside the tent with a 
carbon filter installed.  Air 
is pulled through the filter 
by the fan and then 
blown back into the room. 
The fan is set to ON mode 
so it runs 24/7 for odor 
control.



What about CO²? 
• Plants use a chemical reaction called photosynthesis to convert CO2, water and light 

into energy and oxygen. 

• Ambient outdoor CO² is around 400 parts per million.  Indoor levels are typically much 
higher since humans and animals naturally produce CO² and it tends to build up in 
enclosed spaces.  

• Plants can benefit from supplementing CO² to higher levels, but ONLY if their other 
needs are being met too! (high levels of light, optimized nutrition and an ideal 
environment) 

• You need a completely sealed and climate controlled room to effectively utilize 
supplemental CO². There isn’t much point in adding co² to your grow if your ventilation 
is just going to suck it out before your plants can make use of it. 

• While supplemental CO² can be an effective way to increase performance under the 
right conditions, it is also expensive, requires an optimized environment, and isn’t 
necessary for the average home grower. 

• For these reasons, we don’t recommend using supplemental CO² with grow tents.   

• Ambient CO² is enough for healthy plant growth, and will provide great results for 
home growers.   



Air Circulation Fans
• Another important part of your grow 

environment is air movement 

• Plants grow best with a light breeze 
but not too much wind.   

• Good air movement helps equalize 
environmental conditions, strengthen 
plant structure and reduces pest 
pressure. 

• Your ventilation system will provide 
some air movement, but adding 
additional fans is a good idea. 

• We recommend adding at least 1-2 
small fans to your grow tent, and 
placing them so they increase air 
movement above and below the 
canopy. 

• Use oscillating fans whenever 
possible.  The oscillation helps 
increase airflow and causes less 
stress on your plants than constant 
wind.

Small fans like 
these can help 
improve air 
circulation in your 
grow tent



AC Infinity Ducting- Made with 4 
layers of high quality material.  
Super durable and looks great too! 

Available in 4-inch, 6-inch and 8-
Inch sizes, in 8 foot and 25 foot 
lengths.  2 Duct clamps included.

AC Infinity Adjustable Rope 
Hangars- Useful for hanging lights, 
fans, carbon filters and other stuff. 

Durable design with metal moving 
parts.  No flimsy plastic gears!

You may also need: 

Available now at 
GrowersLove.com

http://GrowersLove.com


Thanks for Reading!
If you have questions about growing, ventilation 

or AC Infinity products, please get in touch via the 
contact page at GrowersLove.com!

GrowersLove Grow Tent Ventilation Guide v1.0 2020 

Please help us spread the word about 
growing your own!   

Tell your friends about GrowersLove.com 
and let’s get everyone growing!

http://GrowersLove.com
http://GrowersLove.com

